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I tell myself softly, this is how love begins—
the air alive with something inconceivable,
seeds of every imaginable possibility 
floating across the wet grasses, under 
the thin arms of ferns. It drifts like snow 
or old ash, settling on the dust of the roadways 
as you and I descend into thickets, flanked 
by the fragrance of honeysuckle and white 
primrose.

I recall how my grandmother imagined 
these wanderers were living beings, 
some tiny phylum yet to be classified as life.
She would say they reminded her of maidens
decked in white dresses, waltzing through air.
Even after I showed her the pods from which 
they sprang, blossoming like tiny spiders,
she refused to believe.

Now, standing beside you in the crowded 
autumn haze, I watch them flock, emerge from
brittle stalks, bursting upon the world as 
young lovers do—trysting in the tall grasses,
resting fingers lightly in tousled hair.
Listen, and you can hear them whisper 
in the rushes, gazing out at us, wondering—
what lives are these?

Milkweed
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Trade in the New World

I. 

Once the divorce went through, all parties signed,
the rains stopped. My mother, not wanting
a used-up space, moved back into the room 

she’d grown up in, us with her—as from the heat 
of my grandmother’s attic, brown recluses unspooled 
from the ceiling on ropes of silver. 

As spiders wove their pocketbooks of eggs 
into folds of our clothes, the dark of unused shoes, 
I came to know the weight of a man—

my cheek raw with the razor-burn
of my first boyfriend. All I can recall of him now
is dread, exposure. Mother packed boxes into corners,
 
and each of us tucked away secrets, a sadness, 
the faint whispers of crickets in wicker cages. 
As I learned how flesh slowly withers around 

the twin punctures, my brother Josh dreamt 
in fevered sweats. Spiders would paralyze his senses, 
wrap him in their silks of sleep. Mother wanted us to share

our uncle’s former room. I refused—would not
share a bed. Josh cried, feeling, I’m sure, 
all the more lost. How could I explain the terror

I felt—the saboteur inside saying, Too close, too close?
I thought I knew love’s heft in my palm, its properties, formula. 
What could I become? Alone in my room 

I listened to Josh’s terror—a life held by threads— 
grow large in the dark as I spun tapestries of my own future 
as I intended to live it—reclusive, 

free of the ones I could stun with a kiss. In that room, 
I locked a door—as under the trim of the walls, 
spiders with their fiddles shuffled in.
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II.

Every seven years, the cells of the body replace 
themselves. We are made again, the web spun anew. 
I’m not the person I was then, and therein is perhaps 

forgiveness. Holidays, I travel home and Josh 
greets me each time as someone new— 
football player, awkward youth. What could 

I say now if an account were to be made?
Only this: At a masked ball, I once met Icarus,
asked if he were an angel. Leather straps 

crisscrossed the broad continent of his chest, 
and behind a swath of gold satin was everything 
I thought I had sought to find. I took him home

and together we beat wings across a great distance.
Come morning, all that remained was dark sea,
soft down in the sheets, and that almost forgotten 

closeness—what warmth we lose in those mad 
flights toward sun and the varied stars. 
After a lifetime of closing doors, I let in sailors, 

vagabonds, whoever could lift me from the burden 
of myself, cut open the weighted purse
of a heart. To find what? A profusion of webbing? 

Gold and glue-steeped feathers? Venom? How is it
I ended a boy apologizing for pattern—the logic of poison,
aerodynamics? Whatever the currency, coin, skins

for barter, it will have to be enough, and since I have it
to do over, let’s be kinder to one another
in the fury . . . no, flurry of our failures, descents.
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My time is the slow shedding of exoskeletons— 
a damselfly dropping her kimono of nymph-swaddle,

sheaths of skin hung in feral halls. I’ve grown 
so fond of pulse, sound of masticating jaws like rusty 

hinges. In Babylon, with its fruit-heavy ramparts 
and rot, they called me lord of insects, god of flies. 

That age is over—now only legerdemain of net, sugarcoat. 
At the Perth Zoo in Australia, I work in the butterfly house,

a keeper of wind-bound shamans in their mottled robes—
flame and darkness the Monarch’s coat of brimstone.

That’s where the stories have placed me you know, right- 
hand of a throne of blood and bone. Ridiculous! Fools 

make idols of fear, hand out vices like mirrors. To think 
I would seek out crowns, be bested by a book and a bell. 

In the Gardens, flies were company to breath, jinns 
housed in the sex of orchids. Devil? Am I damned 

for knowing the phases, the brief step from egg to husk—
green-backed decay, fingers dusted with sooty pastels? 

No! I’m simply the one to whisper of wilt, god who named 
your weakness—black angels drowned in honeyed milk.     

Devils 1 — Beelzebub


